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Utah Nuclear Energy Study 
Site Selection 

1. Introduction 

This study task is part of the Utah Nuclear Energy Center (UN EC) study being 

conducted by the Utah Energy Off ice (UEO) for the Department of Energy (DOE). 

The overall objective of this study is to investigate the feasibility and practicality 

of the nuclear energy center concept in the context of a specific site near Green 

River, Utah. The State of Utah is interested in studying the NEC concept as a part 

of its planning process for future energy development. This interest focuses on 

evaluating the social, institutional, economic and environmental impacts of such a 

center, without any precommittment to the implementation of a NEC within the 

state. 

This topical report on Site Selections is to be used as a bases for inputs to the final 

project report and the information herein is preliminary to the results and 

conclusions of the study. 

A Nuclear Energy Center (NEC) is a clustering of a large number of nuclear 

powered electric generating plants in a localized area where certain benefits of 

"togetherness" may be realized. The concept of a NEC has been proposed as an 

option for meeting future energy demands while mitigating some of the potential 

problems involved in nuclear power generation. The ERDA "Brief on a Cooperative 

Study of a Regional Nuclear Energy Center", November 1976*, and the NRC study 

"Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey, 1975", (NECSS-75)2, have indicated that the 

NEC concept is technically feasible and that the major technical problems 

associated with the NEC concept, such as heat dissipation, are considered 

amenable to resolution. 

The NECSS-75 study investigated the national feasibility of the NEC concept and 

identified promising regions within the United States for futher study. As a follow-

up study to NECSS-75, the DOE through the Western Interstate Nuclear Board 

(WINB, now the Western Interstate Energy Board, WIEB) contracted with Dames & 

Moore to perform a rough screening of the eleven western states to identify 

possible NEC site areas. This study resulted in the report "Preliminary Assessment 

of Nuclear Energy Centers and Energy Systems Complexes in the Western U.S."3 
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The study identified Green River, Utah along with seven other locations in the 

west as potential NEC siting areas. The report was circulated to all the 

western states along with a request for expressions of interest for further site 

specif ic studies from any state containing favorably identified sites. 

Governer Scott Matheson of Utah, at the prompting of his energy advisory 

group, the Energy Conservation and Development Council, responded with a 

favorable expression of Interest. Further discussions with off icials of DOE and 

W1NB led to the decision of the Energy Conservation and Development Council 

to pursue the study through its staff organization, the Utah Energy Off ice . 

Governor Matheson withheld final approval of this action pending the results of 

a public hearing at the prime site for the study, Green River, Utah. The 

citizens attending the meeting overwhelmingly approved such a study with the 

qualification that the local cit izens be kept informed and involved in the 

process through an ongoing program of public participation such as a local 

cit izens advisory board. This was in keeping with Governor Matheson's 

objectives and the goals expressed by off ic ials of DOE. Upon receiving the 

results of this hearing, the Energy Conservation and Development Council 

passed a resolution supporting the study of the impacts of a Nuclear Energy 

Center at Green River, Utah, to be performed by the State of Utah under the 

direction and management of the Council, by and through the Utah Energy 

Off ice s taf f . No commitment was made to the implementation of such a NEC 

by the Council or the State of Utah, the U. S. Department of Energy, or any 

other participant in the study. 

The Utah Energy o f f i c e contracted with the NUS Corporation in Los Angeles, 

California and Ertec of Long Beach, California to conduct a preliminary site 

screening of the Green River area for the purpose of identifying a site for the 

NEC. It should be noted that this site selection was intended to provide a basis 

for the evaluation and does not necessarily mean that the site chosen would be 

licensable. The goal was to find a site which realistically appeared suitable for 

its purpose. An exhaustive study to locate and provide a nuclear power plant 

site in the West can cost from 1-3 million dollars and is beyond the scope or 

intent of this study. As will be seen, the proposed concept of a Utah NEC 

requires selection of an area in which three largely independent clusters of 

power plants could be located in reasonably close proximity. The cost of the 

-2-
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study reported here is approximately 1% of what would be required to make 

firm conclusions as to the licensability of this s ite. 

In this report we will describe the siting requirements for a NEC, discuss the 

methodology used, primary and secondary screening criteria and the results and 

conclusions. Appended to the report are detailed discussions of two siting 

factors, and evaluation of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) demographic 

siting criteria and a fatal flaw analyses for terrestrial and aquatic ecology. 

-3-
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2. Project Description 

For purposes of this siting study, the definition for a nuclear energy center has 

been revised slightly from that used in the 5SEB study based on the site specif ic 

characteristics of the Green River area of Utah. 

Actual configuration of the entire facil ity would depend on topographical 

considerations, engineering and cost considerations for required, 

interconnections, aesthetic considerations, and land area required for secondary 

service facilities. 

For design purposes, use of cooling towers for the entire facility is assumed. 

Water could be drawn from the Green River. The flow in the Green River is 

stabilized by the Flaming Gorge Dam in northern Utah to a minimum flow of 

about 600 cfs . Large quantities of water would be necessary for this facility so 

a location close to the river and/or ground water resources is desirable. 

The construction phasing and timetable was based on construction experience 

gained on other nuclear projects, and is similar to that used in the SSEB NEC 
fi 

study. 

The following design considerations have been established: 

Item Quantities/Type 

Unit capacity (nominal) 

Configuration 

Total capacity of NEC 

Minimum site area required 

Cooling system 

Cooling water consumption (100% c a p a c i t y ) 

per unit 

Total: 

Construction start 

Construction frequency 

Construction finished 

I,250 MWe 

3 clusters of 3 units 

II,250 MWe 

12.25 square miles 

Cooling towers 

22,000 acre-ft /yr 

198,000 Acre-ft /yr 

Year 1995 

One unit completed every 18 

months 

Year 2013 

NU3 



Item (cont'd) Quantities/Type 

Configuration Not fixed, but minimum 

distance of 2.5 miles 

between cooling 

tower clusters 

The design considerations above generally follow the conditions established in 

earlier NEC s t u d i e s / 2 ' ^ 

-5-
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3. Methodology 

The entire project is being undertaken with maximum use of existing data (see 

Appendix A; Bibliography) and previous research. The site selection process 

will not result in a detailed evaluation often found in environmental reports and 

environmental impact statements. However, the level of intensity of the site 

selection effort is believed to be more than adequate to justify a realistic site 

selection. 

Determination of appropriate methodology and siting criteria for a nuclear 

energy center was based on (1) Regulatory Guides of the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, (2) NRC staff interpretations of the Regulatory Guides and (3) 

methods used in previous studies. 

A three step process was used to narrow down the study-.area from what was 
(3) 

defined in the Dames & Moore Report as the "Green Fiver Area" to an area 

of appropriate size that was suitable for a conceptual study of an NEC. The 

study area, about 50 miles in radius, is described in Section 4. 

Within the study area,a "Region of Interest" (ROI) was identified. A 30 mile 

circle from the town of Green River was established as the ROI. This was 

based upon natural topographic conditions, distance from the river, distance to 

the ground water aquifer and potential commuting distance from the town of 

Green River. 

N ix t , a set of Exclusionary criteria were developed to screen the remaining 

area, leaving a number of candidate siting areas. As the third step, a suite of 

evaluative factors were examined to rank these areas to arrive at an 

identification of an area that appears most suitable for the NEC study. 

- 6 -
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Study Area Description 

The Green River area is basically a semi-arid desert region located with a geologic 

province named the Colorado Plateau. This area is comprised of broad expanses of 

gently undulating plateaus that are frequently entrenched by water courses, the 

largest being the Green River. Bounding the gentle topography are steep bluffs 

(the Book Cliffs) to the north and the San Rafael Mountains to the west. To the 

south and east the plateau land continue but become steeply trenched and 

commonly dissected by intermittent streams and rivers. The vast plateau area in 

the study area is named the San Rafael Desert. 

The Green River, Utah area is a desert with major contrasts provided by the 

watercourses. The local topographical relief and soil types ref lect wind and water 

erosion patterns in a sparsely vegetated area with mainly sedimentary rock types. 

Topography, soils, and water availability interact in determining rather 

complicated vegetation patterns. Low hills with fine-grained soils are sparsely 

vegetated with annual herbs. Flats with clay soils are dominated by rabbitbrush 

and greasewood shrubs, and better drained soils are usually dominated by shadscale 

or saltbush or are desert grasslands. Sandy soils are frequently dominated by 

deeprooted shrubs. The riparion zone along permanent streams, including the 

Green River, the Price River, and the San Rafael River is characterized by 

cottonwood trees, willow and tamarisk thickets, and a variety of shrubs, herbs, and 

grasses. Gullies and washes, which are stormwater drainages, have combinations of 

desert shrubs, riparian vegetation and plants from other habitats. Buttes and other 

rock formations are nearly without vegetation except in water seepage areas. The 

vegetation of the region responds dramatically to yearly changes in winter and 

spring precipitation. 

The study area covers a significant portion of Emery and Grand Counties Utah. 

Major forms of land use within the study area are undeveloped open space and 

special use, such as national recreation areas, Indian reservation land, and state 

forest . Populated areas are few and small. The town of Green River has a 

population of approximately 1,000 and is centrally located. In conclusion it appears 

that the entire study area is quite sparsely populated and and will be in the future 

and is therefore classified as a remote area in which to site a nuclear energy 

center. A more detailed explanation of the area is presented in an appendix to this 

report. 

-7 - NUS 



5. Primary Screening Criteria 

The purpose of screening the Green River area for a potential site was to identify a 

site that (1) would typify a favorable location from a licensing point of view, and 

(2) could be utilized as a basis for future NEC studies. To identify such a site, in a 

rapid cost e f f e c t i v e manner, the following exclusionary criteria were used: 

1. Land Status 

2. Topographic Conditions 

3. Capable Faults 

Seismic Activity 

Quaternary Stratigraphy 

Exclusionary criteria result from factors that can not practicably be mitigated. 

For example, under present law, neither an NEC nor any other industrial facility 

could be located in a National Park. In contrast, non-exclusionary criteria allow 

some discretion in their application. For example, in considering proximity to 

cooling water, one can balance the cost for transportation of water from its 

source, against other siting factors. 

The rationale for considering exclusionary criteria is discussed below. 

Land Status 

The status of land ownership or control can severely limit or control where siting 

can or cannot be considered. National parks and forests, national monuments and 

wildlife refugees, wilderness areas, and state parks, preserves, and wildlife 

refugees are generally considered unavailable for power plant development. 

Likewise, military bases and Indian reservations are considered unlikely areas for 

NEC development, although their use is possible in some instances. Areas 

considered acceptable for NEC development are private or state-owned land or 

BLM (Bureau of Land Management) administered land. 

Topographic Conditions 

Topography (relief of the land) can limit areas for siting consideration. For the 

Green River area, three categories defining the steepness of land relief were 

utilized as criteria to restrict areas for siting consideration. 

- 8 -
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1. Less than 5% gradient. 

2. 5% to 8% gradient. 

3. Greater than 8% gradient. 

Land surfaces with less than 596 gradients of slope are suitable for siting. Slopes 

ranging from 5% to 8% in gradient are more difficult from construction purposes 

and are considered marginal (but possible) for siting consideration. Slopes with 

greater than 8% gradient are generally not suitable for NEC construction and are 

excluded from consideration. 

Capable Faults 

A critical siting criterion is the identification of faults which are potentially active 

or are "capable" of generating earthquakes. A capable fault located at or near to a 

potential site will exclude the site from further consideration. The U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC) defines a capable fault as a fault that has exhibited 

one or more of the following characteristics: 

1. Movement at or near the ground surface at least once within the past 35,000 

years or movement of a recurring nature within the past 500,000 years. 

2. Macro-seismicity instrumentally determined with records of sufficient 

precision to demonstrate a direct relationship with the fault. 

3. A structural relationship to a capable fault according to characteristics (1) 

or (2) (listed above) such that movement on one could be reasonably 

expected to be accompanied by movement on the other. 

Furthermore, the NRC guidelines make siting of nuclear faci l i t ies within 5 miles of 

a capable fault extremely difficult and costly. 

Commonly, fault characteristics cannot be easily identified. In such cases, 

classifying a fault as capable or not capable relies on professional judgement. 

Experience shows that when professional judgement is utilized to classify a fault as 

capable or not capable, the NRC places the burden of proof on the applicant and 

assumes a fault to be capable unless sufficient evidence indicates otherwise. 

-9-
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Therefore the Green River area was carefully scrutinized for published evidence of 

active faulting and any faults that were suspected of being potentially capable 

were identified. A f ive-mi le radius around each potentially capable fault was 

drawn and the area within this radius was excluded for siting consideration. 

Seismic Activity 

The location, concentration, and magnitude of historic and recorded (by seismic 

measuring devices) seismic events influence an assessment of seismic stability. 

Additionally, the association and relationship of faults with seismic epicenters is 

important for determining whether a fault is classified as capable. For the Green 

River region, all known historic and recorded seismic events were identified and 

plotted according to location and magnitude and/or intensity. The intensity of 

ground motion anticipated in the Green River area is also influenced by the seismic 

a c t i v i t y . Initial est imates of the maximum vibratory ground motion that could be 

expected in the Green River area are provided in Section 5. 

Quaternary Stratigraphy 

The presence of suitable Quaternary stratigraphy, or certain dateable geologic 

units, is an important siting factor. It is important because even though know 

capable faults are avoided early in siting studies, it is not uncommon (particularly 

in the western U.S.) to uncover additional faults during detailed studies or during 

excavations at or near a potential site. Oftentimes the capability of these 

uncovered faults is difficult , if not impossible, to analyze due to the absence of a 

dateable and unfaulted geologic layer that is 500,000 years old or older. 

For an e f fec t ive fault age analysis, therefore, it is beneficial to have a geologic 

deposit at or near the site which is widespread, easily recognized, unfaulted, and 

preferable older than 500,000 years. Any fault which projects into, but does not 

o f f se t this dated deposit, has not moved since its deposition and can be shown not 

to be capable by NRC criteria. This "capping" or"security blanket" of strata, if 

unfaulted, provides a minimum age of last movement of the fault, on which fault 

capability may be judged. The absence of this capping or blanket of dateable 

strata around a site has caused untold delays and has cost many millions of dollars 

in re-analysis. 

-10-
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6. Description of Primary Screening 

Utilizing the siting criteria discussed in Section the Green River area was 

screened for site selection. This initial screening phase is the first of several 

phases of screening that is typically applied to to siting of nuclear facil it ies. 

However, for this NEC Study the initial screening phase (without the confirmation 

of some of the subsequent phases) is appropriate for identifying favorable areas for 

siting that contain no obvious flaws. A discussion of characteristics in the Green 

River area that pertain to each siting criterion is provided below. 

Land Status 

Land ownership in the Green River area is shown in Plate 1. Four general types of 

land ownership exist: national parks, Indian and military reservations, private land, 

and state and BLM-administered land. National park land is excluded from 

consideration. The only national park land within the study area is located in the 

southeast portion of the study area and is part of the Arches National Park. Indian 

and military reservations are generally not considered as viable siting areas 

because of the very long process needed to negotiate whether a nuclear site could 

be located within the reservation; if successfully negotiated, the change in land 

ownership is also a lengthy process. The Uinta and Orray Indian Reservation 

occupies the northeast portion of the study area and a small military reservation is 

located immediately southeast of the town of Green River. The remainder of the 

study area is comprised of Federal (BLM Administered) land with minor amounts of 

state and private land. Private, state, or federal land is suitable land for siting 

consideration. 

Topographic Conditions 

Topographic relief within the study area is shown in Plate 2. The topographic 

relief of the Green River area is typical of the Colorado Plateau Physiographic 

Province which encompasses the eastern half of Utah. The Colorado Plateau is 

charaterized by a series of gently sloped bedrock plateaus that are deeply 

entrenched by streams and rivers and are of ten interrupted by mountainous terrain 

-11-
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(such as the San Rafael Swell and the Vintah mountains). The topography of the | 

Colorado Plateau is in contrast to the Basin & Range portion of Utah (western half 

of Utah) that is characterized by north trending mountain ranges separated by | 

alluvial-filled basins. As shown on Plate 2, over 50% of the study area is excluded ^ 

from siting consideration because of steep slopes and inaccessability due to c l i f fs r 

and steep canyon walls. The main areas acceptable for siting are located along the I 

margin of the Book Cliffs and in the San Rafael Desert area that is southwest of 

the town of Green River. | 

Capable Faults ^ 

Numerous capable faults exist in Utah but most of these faults are located in the t 

western half of the state. The eastern half of Utah has very few capable faults and 

correspondingly very l i t t le seismic activity. No known or suspected capable fault r 

have been identified within the study area. The closest fault that is suspected to ' 

be a capable fault is the Ryan Creek fault (Kirkham and Rogers, 1978). The Ryan r 

Creek fault is located in western Colorado approximately 18 miles east of the [ 

eastern edge of the study area. The next closest suspected capable fault is the 
i, 

Thousand Lake Mountain-Paradise-Does Valley fault zone located about 30 miles S 
I 

west of the western edge of the study area. Both of the above mentioned faults 

are only suspected as capable faults because data that document their activity in ^ 

Quaternary time is indirect and subject to interpretation. If both faults are 

assumed capable according to NRC guidelines, a preliminary estimate of the r 

maximum magnitude earthquake, using the criteria of Slemmons, (1977), ranges * 

from magnitude 6.5 to 7.0. 

t, 

Even though no known or suspected capable faults are identified within the study 

area, other faults and lineaments do exist that a f f e c t siting considerations. The | 

distribution of potentially capable faults, older assumed non-active faults, and 

lineaments is shown in Plate 3. Areas within 5 miles of a potentially capable fault J 

are identified by shading and have been excluded from consideration. 

Two main zones of potentially capable faults are shown in Plate 3. These faults 1 

have significant displacement and a portion of the displacement could have , 

occurred within the last 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 years. The exact age and cause of the faults is j 

not known but published literature suggests the faults are coliaspe features 

-12-
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associated with dissolution of northwest trending salt-core anticlines that extend 

on a regional scale throughout the Paradox Basis in southeast Utah and western 

Colorado (Strokes, 1948; Eardley, 1951; Cater, 1970). 

These faults are shown as potentially capable faults with a live-mile radius 

surrounding them. To establish whether the faults are capable or not would require 

very extensive, time-consuming, and detailed studies that might not provide 

definitive results. Therefore, a prudent and conservative approach to siting of 

nuclear facil it ies is to avoid and any area within five miles of the faults. 

Movement on these faults is thought to have occurred by creep and thus should not 

represent a significant ground shaking hazard. However, detailed studies would be 

needed to further assess the ground motion hazard if a more refined phase of siting 

occurs. 

Mapped faults of probable pre-Quaternary age are also shown in Plate 3. These 

faults show the general distribuion of faults within the study area. Generally the 

faults are relatively short in length with small amounts of displacement. If 

possible, these faults should also be avoided in nuclear power plant siting to avoid 

unwanted delays and studies that may be required (to confirm the suspected age 

and extent of the faults) if they underlie any nuclear facil i t ies . 

In many instances, lineaments can represent traces of potentially capable faults. 

Faults associated with the salt anticlines were readily identified from aerial 

photographs. No other lineaments that are suggestive of active faulting were 

identified during the study. 

Seismic Activity 

The study area is located in region of low seismic activity as shown in Plate 

Most of the seismic activity within the state of Utah has occurred in the western 

half of the state where geologic conditions differ drastically from geologic 

conditions in the eastern Utah. Very few recorded events have occurred within the 

study area and the largest magnitude event is about a magnitude k. This event 

occurred in 1962 and was a non-instrumented event. A crude estimate of the 

magnitude was deduced from a fe l t report. 

-13-
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The low seismic activity within the study area corresponds well with geologic 

evidence that indicates no known active faulting has occurred within the study 

area. A preliminary assessment of vibratory ground motion indicates a relatively 

low level of shaking would be anticipated. Sources of potential earthquakes that 

would be anticipated for a ground motion evaluation would be the Ryan Creek fault 

(M-6.5), Thousand Lake Mountain-Paradise-3oes Valley fault zone (M=6.5), Sevier-

Toraweap (M=7.25) and Wasatch fault (M=7.5). From these sources the eastern 

portion of the study area could expect levels of shaking on the order of 0.2 to 0.25g 

while the western portion of the study area could expect values around O.lg. 

The possibility of a small random earthquake located in the site vicinity could 

produce levels of shaking on the order of 0 . ig-0 .2g . Therefore, depending or; the 

site location, a randomly located seismic event could have a bearing on the design 

basis for a nuclear plant located within the western portion of the study area. 

Quaternary Stratigraphy 

The presence of a geologic unit underlying a nuclear facility that is widespread, 

easily recogni7id, and preferably older than 500,000 years is a distinct benefit for 

assuring against any significant licensing delays due to fault-related issues. Though 

the existence of appropriate Quaternary stratigraphy is not an exclusionary siting 

criteria, a site near an unfaulted strata would be preferred over a site farther 

away. The study area is characterized by siesmic stability but only scattered 

Quaternary deposits are present. Quaternary age deposits are most often deposited 

in wide stream valleys and closed-drainage basins such as the intermontane basins 

in western Utah, Eastern Utah is characterized by bedrock plateaus and mountains 

where very little Quaternary age cover (deposits) or basin deposits occur. 

- 1 4 - | 
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Quaternary stratigraphic units present in the study area are shown in Plate 5. Two 

units are shown in Plate 5. One unit consists of a thin (generally 50 fee t or less) 

veneer of very young eolian sand and/or alluvial cover. This unit is wide-spread but 

is of very little use as an indicator of seismic stability because of its very young 

age (approximately 10,000 years or less) and lack of continuous bedding. The 

second unit shown in Plate 5 consists of Quaternary terrace deposits. Terrace 

. sits are related to paleo water regimes that can usually be assigned an 

proximate age of deposition. Terrace deposits are located in scattered areas 

along the southern flanks of the Book Cliffs. Though these deposits are not 

widespread, they are easily recognized, are probably unfauited, and are probably at 

least several hundred thousand years old. These terrace deposits can be used to 

evaluate ,the tectonic stability of the study area and can indirectly apply toward 

the evaluation of fault related issues. 

The study area is in a seismicaliy stable area but if an issue of fault activity (or 

capability) should arise during the licensing review process, only indirect and more 

judgmental methods of assessing the inactivity of any specif ic fault could utilized. 

No areas are excluded from siting consideration because of the scarcity of 

appropriate Quaternary stratigraphy within the study area. Any site(s) located 

closer than other sites to the scattered Quaternary terrace deposits should have 

less risk in dealing with any fault-related issues that may arise during a licensing 

review. 

Groundwater Availability 

Water is available from surface runoff and groundwater. Surface water availability 

has been assessed separately and amounts of surface water that could be allotted 

to a NEC have been estimated. Therefore, this assessment focused on identifying 

the amount of groundwater that may be available to supplement the primary 

surface water source from the Green River. Unlike central and southwestern Utah 

where the demand for water by irrigated agricultural land and population centers 

has caused appropriation limitations, groundwater in the study area has no 

appropriation limitations and substantial amounts of groundwater are stored in 

bedrock aquifers such as the Navajo Sandstone. The Navajo Sandstone, a major 

groundwater aquifer, underlies most of the study area. 
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The Navajo Sandstone is the only subsurface geologic unit within the study area | 

that could provide significant amounts of groundwater. The Navajo Sandstone is a 

widespread geologic unit that is several hundred f e e t thick and is a major | 

groundwater aquifer in eastern and southeastern Utah. The depth from ground 

surface to the top of the Navajo Sandstone, within the study area, is shown in Plate | 

6. 

Groundwater characteristics of the Navajo Sandstone are largely unknown because ^ 

very little groundwater resource work has been conducted in eastern and 

southeastern Utah. Extrapolation of information from a groundwater study [ 

conducted about 60 miles southwest of the Green River indicates about 20,000 

acre- fee t per year could be extracted from the Navajo Sandstone. Discharge of j 

this amount of groundwater should not a f f ec t existing groundwater levels. 

However, since very little is known about the groundwater characteristics of the 

Navajo Sandstone the actual amount of yearly recharge and rate of groundwater 

flow may limit or increase a yearly estimate of 20,000 acre- feet . j 
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7. Results of Primary Screening 

Taken together, the application of the above exclusionary factors eliminates major 

portions of the Green River area. The following discussion summarize this phase of 

the site selection process and present the remaining potential site areas. 

Nine potential siting areas in 4 general areas of the ROI as shown in Plate 7, were 

determined from overlaying the exclusionary information shown on Plates 1 

through 6. Each of the four general areas avoids any exclusionary factors and has 

varying advantages and disadvantages regarding more subjective inclusionary siting 

factors. As shown in Plate 7, one of the most pervasive subjective siting factors is 

the amount of topographic relief acceptable for design and construction of a 

nuclear energy center. Favorable areas are differentiated in Plate 7 between 

slopes with less than 5% gradient and slopes with gradients between 5% to 8%. 

However, all of the favorable areas shown in Plate 7 are appropriate for providing 

siting input to other nongeotechnical aspects of the nuclear feasibility study. 
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8. Secondary Screening Factors 

Application of exclusionary factors in the previous site selection phase resulted in 

the designation of 9 potential siting areas in the ROI. 

A. SCREENING FACTORS, COMMON 

The characteristics of several site selection factors, that usually are the 

same for considered critical to the siting of nuclear facil it ies, are common to 

each candidate site in the study area. These factors are identified here for 

completeness, but have not been used as secondary screening factors. 

Comments 

Seismology The Exclusionary screening has left areas of 
Geology comparable desirability. No further differentiation 

is recommended at this level of study. 

Impact on rare or 
endangered species 

Any possible impact on rare or endangered species 
will be common to the region in general. See 
Appendix C for a discussion of the potential 
impacts. 

Economic and social 
impact 

Generally speaking, most economic and social 
impacts will not be site specif ic within the 
candidate region. 

Impact of transmission 
lines 

Generally apply equally to all sites. 

Impact on water 
quality 

State water quality standards must be met in any 
case. 
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Impact on groundwater No significant di f ference . 

Meterology Inversion factors, prevailing winds, e tc . apply 

equally to all s i tes . 

Population Density No significant differences . See Appendix B for a 

discussion of the NRC Population Density Criteria 

and an evaluation of the Green River area and the 

preferred site. 

Groundwater Availability Only limited quantities of groundwater are available to 

all of the sites. The groundwater transportation distance, 

pumping lifts or quantities available are reasonable. 

B. SITE SELECTION CRITERIA 

The series of screening factors actually used are discussed in Section 9 as part of 

the description of the screening process. 
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9. Description of Secondary Screening 

? 
I 

The specif ic location for the UNEC was chosen using the following mainly f 

physical criteria: 

t 

I 
1. Distance to Green River. The sites closest to the river were favored 

because of the capital cost required for the pipeline from the river to the j 

site. 
i i 
i 

2. Site Elevation With Respect to the River. The higher the elevation of the 

site with respect to the river, the more the pumping cost . Therefore, sites I 

with minimum elevation difference were favored. 

3. Approximate Site Slope. The sites with minimum slope are desirable 

especially because relatively flat roads are needed for on-site 

transportation of heavy equipment. Sites with an overall slope of less ! 

than 5 % were favored. 

Site Adequacy. The site must be large enough to contain three triad 

stations with a minimum distance between stations of miles. j 

5. Distance to Nearest Railroad Junction. Sites close to an existing railroad 

junction were favored. 

6. Distance to Nearest Main Highway. Sites close to a main highway were 

favored. 

7. Distance to a Population Center. The farther the site is from a 

population center, the less will be the radiological dose. On the other 

hand, a site should not be too far from the towns where the labor force 

will be residing. In this evaluation, a distance of ten miles from the | 

nearest town was considered to be optimum. ' 

The areas that were not excluded in the primary screening were further evaluated 

in the following manner to arrive at a preferred location for the UNEC. 
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10. Results and Conclusion 

In the Green River area, plate 7, nine potential sites were identified. Evaluation of 

the s ites versus the selection factors are shown in Table 1. Based on the chosen 

criteria, site C was rejected because it was too small. Sites, A, B, E, G, and H 

were downgraded because the site elevations were over 700 f e e t above the river 

bed. Site D was rejected because it is too close to the town of Green River. Site I 

was downgraded because it is too far from the river (15 miles). 

Careful evaluation of the above site selection factors resulted in the selection of 

Site F, the Horse Bench candidate area, the most suitable site. 

Further investigation, both in the field and from the air, confirmed that the Horse 

Bench site had the best overall characteristics. The site, as defined, provides 

flexibility in the configuration of facil it ies. An advantage of this site is that it 

adjoins low terrain which could be used for a water reservoir if required. Site 

boundaries have been generalized. Actual land area, size as well as shape, will be 

determined in layout and design studies. 
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Table 1 

Site Characteristics 

Site 

A 

B 

C 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

Approximate 
Distance to 
Green River 

Miles 

2 5 

3 5 

1 

2 5 

5 

7 

12 

1 5 

Elevation 
Above 

Green River 
Ft . 

1,000 

1 , 3 0 0 

3 0 0 

3 0 0 

8 5 0 

4 0 0 

7 0 0 

9 0 0 

600 

Approximate 
Site Slope % 

5 % 

5 % 

5 % 

8% 

8% 
5 % 

5 % 

5 % 

8 % 

5 % 

5 % 

Is the Site 
Size 

Adequate 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Distance to 
Nearest R.R. 

On Site 

5 

3 

On Site 

1 5 

2 5 

20 

Distance to 
Nearest 
Highway 

On Site 

5 

3 

On Site 

5 

1 5 

On Site 

Distance to 
Nearest 

Populated 
Area 

2 5 

3 5 

1 

2 5 

1 5 

2 5 

1 5 

Z 
C 
cn 
o 
a 
3J 
"D 
0 
3J 

5 
O 
z 
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Appendix B 

NUCLEAR ENERGY CENTER 

Demographic Siting Criteria 

The evaluation of a site against the NRC population density criteria has historically been 

a part of any site selection process. Present here for completeness is a discussion of 

these criteria and an evaluation of the siting area. 

I. Current Policy 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) nuclear power plant demographic 

siting criteria are embodied in three concepts: Low Population Zone (LPZ), 

Population Center; and Population Density. The NRC policies and practices 

regarding these siting requirements are given below: 

A. Low Population Zone 

The area immediately surrounding the exclusion area which contains residents, the 

total number and density of which are such that there is a reasonable probability 

that appropriate protective measures could be taken in their behalf in the event of 

a serious accident. A limit on permissible number and density of persons in this 

zone is not specified because the situation may vary from case to case . 

Appropriate protective actions, such as evacuation or taking shelter, will depend on 

many factors such as location, number and size of highways, scope and extent of 

advance planning, and actual distribution of residents within the area (10CFR 

100.3(b)). 

B. Population Center 

The nearest densely populated center containing more than about 25,000 residents 

must be identified. The population center distance must be at least one and one-

third times the LPZ outer boundary, but where very large c i t ies are involved, a 

greater distance may be necessary because of total integrated population dose 

consideration (10CFR 100.11 (a) (3)). 
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The population center distance is defined as the distance from the reactor to the 

nearest boundary of a densely populated center; however, the political boundaries 

are not controlling and the boundary... shall be determined upon consideration of 

population distribution (10CFR 100.11(a)(3). 

C. Population Density 

There is no specific guidance in the regulations regarding population density in the 

vicinity of a power reactor site, other than in the definitions of the exclusion area, 

LPZ, and nearest population center as given in 10CFR 100.3. 

D. Multiple Sites 

In addition, the NRC has a stated policy and set of practices regarding the siting of 

multiple nuclear power generation units: 

Policy 

The Part 100.1(b) addresses multiple units on a site for accident conditions and 

distinguishes between reactors that are independent of one another and those for 

which there may be a degree of coupling. It prescribes the manner in which the 

site criteria of exclusion areas, low population zones, and population center 

distances should be determined in such cases. It also prescribes that the total 

radioactive effluent releases from the simultaneous operation of multiple reactors 

at a site should not exceed the allowable limits of applicable regulations. In 

addition, General Design Criterion 5 (Part 50, Appendix A) generally prohibits the 

sharing of structures, systems, and components among nuclear power units unless 

the applicant can show that such sharing cannot significantly impair i tems 
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important to the safe shutdown of the remaining units in the event of an accident 

in one of them. The regulations regarding routine effluent releases (Part 20 and 

Appendix I to Part 50) do not limit the number of reactors on a single site.* 

2. Brief Description of the Study Area 

A location that straddles Township 22 South, Ranges 15 and 16 East, has been 

chosen as the focal point used in determining a 50-mile radius study area for 

population density evaluation. 

This focal point corresponds to the proposed Horse Bench site identified in Task 

5.1: General Layout and Design. 

The Horse Bench 50-mile radius study area covers a significant portion of Emery 

and Grand Counties and smaller portions of Carbon, Uintah, Wayne, and San Juan 

Counties. Major forms of land use within the study area are undeveloped open 

space and special use, such as national recreation areas, Indian reservation land, 

and state forest. Table 1 is a summary listing of major specialized use areas in the 

Horse Bench 50-mile radius study area. Populated areas are few and small. Table 2 

is a summary listing of 1970 and preliminary 1980 census counts for towns located 

in the Horse Bench 50-mile radius study area. The town of Green River is located 

approximately 15 miles northeast of the proposed Horse Bench site . A preliminary 

survey of the area suggests that the towns located in the Castle Valley portion of 

Emery County are located immediately outside the study area. This includes 

communities such as Emery, Ferron, Castle Dale, Orangeville, Huntington, 

Cleveland, and Elmo. Preliminary 1980 census counts list the three largest Castle 

The EPA has issued the Uranium Fuel Cycle Standard (40 CFR 190)that 
became e f fec t ive for uranium fuel cycle facil it ies including light water 
reactors on December 1, 1979. This standard limits the releases from LWR 
sites and supporting facil it ies to 25 mrem/year to the total body or any organ 
except the thyroid and 75 mrem/year to the thyroid. For reactor sites, there 
is an upper limit of about six reactors on a site if each reactor operates 
within the Appendix I design objectives. 

The staff is presently developing an implementation scheme for W CFR Part 
190. Currently, routine releases are evaluted for individual reactors using 
Appendix I criteria and for s ites using 10 CFR Part 20. The technical 
specifications issued for implementing ALARA ref lect the same evaluation. 
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Table 2 

Census Counts for Population Centers Located Within 
A 50-Mile Radius of the UNEC Horse Bench Site 

Census Count 

1970 1980 
Off ic ia l 

County 

(Preliminary) 

Emery 5 , 1 3 7 11,455 
Grand 6 , 6 8 8 8 , 3 1 2 
Carbon 15,647 2 1 , 9 1 9 
Uintah 12,684 2 0 , 4 7 9 
Wayne 1 ,483 1,918 
San Juan 9 ,606 12,270 

Town 

Green River 1,033 1,065 
Moab * 4 , 7 9 3 5 , 3 4 0 
Hanskville 181 358 
(Division) 

Source: Personal communication, S. L. Higman, NUS Corporation 
and P. Rodriquez, U. S. Bureau of the Census, Denver, 
Colorado. November II , 1980 and February 10, 1981. 
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Table I 

Major Specialized Land Use Areas Within a 50-Mile 
Radius of the UNEC Horse Bench Site 

Grand County 
Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation 

Book Cl i f f s S ta te Forest 
Arches National Park 

Wayne County 
Glen Canyon National Recreat ion Area 

San Juan County 
Canyonlands National Park 

Source: Utah Travel Council, Department of Development Services , 
"Utah Multipurpose Map Southeastern Central Utah-2," undated. 
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Valley communities as follows: Huntington (2,303 persons), Castle Dale (1,905 

persons), and Ferron (1,713 persons). In conclusion, it appears that the Horse Bench 

50-mile radius study area is quite sparsely populated and therefore classified as a 

remote area in which to site a nuclear energy center. 

3. UNEC Site Asessment 

It appears that the proposed Horse Bench site is located in an area devoid of 

population and that the nearest population center, i.e., Green River, is located 

approximately 15 miles to the northeast. Hence, it is clear that a number of 

concerns raised simply are not relevant. This includes the establishment of: a low 

population zone and a population center under existing practice; an emergency 

planning zone and population density requirements out to 20 miles away from the 

plane under NUREG 0625 stipulations; and most of the population density 

requirements under the tentative revision to NUREG 0625. As for the remaining 

stipulations under each set of requirements; it appears that even if all the persons 

living in the five-county study aea in 1980 were located within a 50-mile radius of 

the Horse Bench site, population densities would still be less than 10 persons per 

square mile. Correspondingly, even if all the persons living in the southeast Multi-

County District in 2000 for either scenario were located within a 50-mile radius of 

the Horse Bench site, population densities would still be less than 15 persons per 

square mile. So, no matter what set of population density criteria were used, the 

Horse Bence site would not present a problem for NRC site approval. 
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Appendix C 

Utah Energy Center 

*Fatal Flaw Analysis - Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecology 

1. Brief Description of the Area 

The Green River, Utah area is a desert with major contrasts provided by the 

watercourses. The local topographical relief and soil types reflect wind and water 

erosion patterns in a sparsely vegetated area with mainly sedimentary rock types. 

Topography, soils, and water availability interact in determining rather 

complicated vegetation patterns. Low hills with fine-grained soils are sparsely 

vegetated with annual herbs. Flats with clay soils are dominated by rabbitbrush and 

greasewood shrubs, and better drained soils are usually dominated by shadscale or 

saltbush or are desert grasslands. Sandy soils are frequently dominated by 

deeprooted shrubs. The riparian zone along permanent streams, including the 

Green River, the Price River, and the San Rafael River is characterized by 

cottonwood trees, willow and tamarisk thickets, and a variety of shrubs, herbs, and 

grasses. Gullies and washes, which are stormwater drainages, have combinations of 

desert shrubs, riparian vegetation and plants from other habitats. Buttes and other 

rock formations are nearly without vegetation except in water seepage areas. The 

vegetation of the region responds dramatically to yearly changes in winter and 

spring precipitation. 

The riparian habitats are particularly important for wildlife species including mule, 

deer, bobcats, raptors, rabbits, and a variety of less conspicuous bird, mammals, 

and reptiles. Irrigated agriculture near the town of Green River has created 

additional habitats which are used by several wildlife species, including ringnecked 

pheasants and other game species. Desert bighorn sheep and pronghorn antelope 

have been reported just to the southwest of the study area. A significant number 

of Canada geese and mallard ducks use the Green River corridor during migration. 

The Green River is turbid most of the year, and water temperatures rise 

significantly in late summer. Common fishes include channel catfish, corp, and 

several species of suckers. Other less common species include four species which 

are threatened or endangered. Most of these species spawn in spring or early 

summer during high water. 
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2. Potential Problem Species 

Several species of plants, fishes, birds and mammals which are Federally listed or 

have been proposed for Federal listing as threatened or endangered species have 

been reported within 30 miles of the town of Green River. Careful study of any 

area proposed for development would have to be made to determine if any of these 

species would be seriously impacted. Serious impact to a threatended or 

endangered species would be considered a fatal flaw because mitigation is not 

acceptable. Big game species would probably not present severe problems for 

development unless areas critical to migration, wintering, or bearing young would 

be seriously impacted. 

3. Potential Impacts of the Energy Center 

Potential impacts may be caused by an influx of people, by withdrawal of water 

from the Green River, by a planned evaporation pond, or by disturbance of 

habitats. 

The increase in numbers of people in the area will be an important factor. The | 

recreation activities of these people would potentially impact all of the important 

species mentioned. Withdrawal of water from the Green River for use in cooling 

could cause an impact to the important fish species by reducing flow or by intake [ 

e f f e c t s . Creation of an evaporation pond will introduce potential problems with 

waterfowl, especially in winter. The direct disturbance of habitat by construction ^ 

of the energy center, support facl it ies , transmission lines, e t c . will cause the most 

obvious e f fec t s . £ 

Major potential ecological impacts caused by these activit ies can be grouped into r 

several categories, including direct disturbances or loss of the habitat of an 1 

important species, indirect e f f e c t s such as e f f e c t s an another organism which in 

turn a f fec t s an important species, temporary disturbances which may a f f ec t an | 

important species in only one season such as noise disturbance of nesting falcons, 

and cumulative e f f ec t s which may reach a critical threshold. The proposed energy | 

center may generate several of these impacts. 
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These impacts are in a gross sense uniform over the region and in another sense 

very site specif ic . What this means is that in looking for a 12.5 square mile area on 

which to site the NEC ecological factors will not be a significant screening factor, 

in looking for a square mile upon which to put a triad (3 plants) ecological factors 

may be quite an important and local adjustments may have to be made. 

Potential Mitigation Measures 

Examples of potential mitigation measures include: use of a wet/dry cooling 

system to reduce water use during low flow, use of special water intake designs to 

reduce entrainment and impingement, transplanting or enhancement elsewhere of 

sensitive species. Mitigation measures must be specif ic to the actual problem 

encountered. Very few potential problems are without mitigation potential if the 

problems are recognized early, but ii any action can be shown to reduce 

populations of or otherwise adversely a f f ec t threatened or endangered species, 

then mitigation is not acceptable or feasible by definition of Section 7 of the 

Endangered Species Act . This determination wouid have to be made on a site 

specif ic bases and that detail in beyond the scope of this study. 
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PRE-QUATERNARY DEPOSITS CONSISTING CHIEFLY OF PEBMIAN 

THROUGH EOCENE AGE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

qATA WOOIFIED FROM WILLIAMS (1»64|. WILLIAMS AMD H AC KM AN (1071), 
ANO WITKIND AND McGIMSEY (1979). 

BASE MAP MODIFIED FROM THE GRANO JUNCTION, PRICE. MOAB. ANO SALINA 
I ' x r TOMOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE MAPS. U.S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
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SCALE: 1:500.000 
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F A U L T S A N D L I N E A M E N T S 
FAULT DATA MODIFIED FROM WILLIAMS (19641. V( 
CASH ION (19731, WITKIND AND OTHERS (19781. AN 
iJdEAMENTS IDENTIFIED FROM THE INTERPRETA 
NASA U-3 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN AUGUST^ 

BASE MAP MODIFIED FROM THE GRAND JUNCTION 
1* X r TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE MAPS. U.S. G| 
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POTENTIALLY CAPABLE FAULTS. DOTTED WHERE CONCEALED 
SHADING REPRESENTS AREAS WITHIN 5 MILES OF THESE FAULTS 

I N E A M E N T S 
FAULT DATA MODIFIED FROM WILLIAMS119641, WILLIAM5 AND HACKMAN (19711, 
CASHION (19731 .WITKINO AND OTHERS 09781. AND YMTKIND AND McGIMSEY (1979) 
LINEAMENTS IDENTIFIED FROM THE INTERPRETATION OF COLOR INFAREO. 
NASA U J AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN AUGUST. 1972 

BASE MAP MODIFIED FROM THE GRAND JUNCTION. PRICE. MOAB, AND SALINA 

I ' l l ? TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE MAPS. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
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S L O P E S 
COMPILED FROM THE BOWKNOT BENO. 
GUNNISON BUTTE. MOAB, MOONWATER 
MOUNTAIN. TENMILE CANYON.THOMPI 
THE WICKIUP, AND WOOOSIDE ISMINUl 
BOB HILL KNOLL, CHIMNEY ROCK. CLII 
PLATEAU SE. AND RED PLATEAU SW 7.« 

BASE MAP MODIFIED FHO( 
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» 8% SLOPES. INCLUDES AREAS WITH >B% SLOPES 
THAT ABE ESSENTIALLY INACCESSIBLE FOR 
CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES 

COMPILED F ROM THE BOWKNOT BEND. CRESCENT JUNCTION, FLOY CANYON. GREEN RIVER, 
GUNNISON BUTTE. M0A8, MOONWATER POINT. RANGE CREEK. SEGO CANYON,TEMPLE 
MOUNTAIN. TENMILE CANYON. THOMPSON, TIDWELL BOTTOMS. THE FLAT TOPS. THE KNOLL, 
THE WICKIUP, AND WOOOSIDE l tM INUTE QUADRANGLES: AND THE BECKWITH PEAK SW, 
BOB HILL KNOLL,CHIMNEY ROCK, CLIFF,DESERT, DRY MESA. FLATTOP MOUNTAIN, RED 
PLATEAU SE. AND RED PLATEAU SW 7.S-MINUTE QUADRANGLES. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

BASE MAP MODIFIED FROM THE GRAND JUNCTION. PRICE, MOAB, ANO SALINA 
I " X TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE MAPS. U J . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
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DATA FROM US. BUI 
AND PUBLIC MANAS 

BASE MAP MODiriED 
1° X 2" TOTOORAPHt 
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DATA FROM US. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND OWNERSHIP 
AND PUBLIC MANAGEMENT MAPS OF THE STATE OF UTAH, 1B72 

BASE MAP MODIFIED FROM THE GRAND JUNCTION, PRICE, MOAB. ANO SALINA 
X TOMOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE MAPS, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
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